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Regal Guitar Serial Numbers

There are a couple of resonator specific discussion discussion boards - here is certainly one.. gc,primaryMonths-month special financing,with no minimum purchase,secondaryMonths-month financing,available on purchase of eligibleOrderValue or more.. Waldo Otto of the Trailblazers likes to say, Here we'll discuss such matters as dobro serial numbers, the.. Its very time-consuming and labor-
intensive, making guitars with carved tops significantly more expensive than those with laminate or pressed wood tops.. Vintage Regal GuitarDating epiphone elitist guitars. Take care nót to scrub tóo hard yóu might scratch ór damage the fingérboard.. Stretch the strings by pulling the string from the end of the neck, then tune it.. If you notice that the finish flares off, take the guitar to a luthier
(someone who builds guitars and repairs) to get it cleaned instead of try it yourself.. This construction method was only used from 1935 to 1940 Alllater model metal Dobro's which were in production from the 1970 to thepresent are easily identifiable because they lack thisfiddle edge.

One tool you can use in this endeavor is the Reverb Feed, which allows you to keep track of new listings on Reverb that match your preferences for brands, price range, and other criteria.. Regal (which was Dobro's exclusive licensee) also mademetal body resonator guitars with their brand name and also the 'Old Kraftman' name.. A vintage guitár likely has oId strings ón it, if aIl the strings aré even
still thére.. If your metal body Dobro has a 'fiddle edge', than it was made from 1935 to 1940.. Compare the guitar in the first video to the guitar in the second Both of these repairs can be expensive, so if they havent already been done to the instrument, expect to spend at least a couple hundred more just to get it into playing shape.
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Give it á new set óf quality strings só you can properIy evaluate the sóund of the instrumént.. For example, a guitar made in 1978 might have the first two digits of 78 or the first digit of 8.. 62 Dobro with a fiddle edge Metal Body Resonator Guitars Most Dobros have wooden bodies, but Dobro also made metalbody guitars from1935 to 1940 only.. Port holes versus f-holes on two metal body vintage
1935-1940 Dobro guitars Left: gold 'frosted Duco' No.. Well discuss what repairs they might need and examine some key models to look out for should you decide to purchase one.. Try to figure out whether youre dealing with something oil-based or water-based, as that could determine how you can best get it off.. Vintage Regal GuitarRegal Guitar Serial Numbers LookupRegal Guitar Serial
Numbers Prior To 1977Shippingpass want to his grandfather.

All metalbody Regal/Dobros have 14 frets clear of the body The construction of the Regal/Dobro metalbody was quite different than National guitars.. In accordance with these Privacy Policy and to provide you with the right choice, the place to resolve conflicts.. Regal Guitar Serial Numbers DatingRegal Resonator Guitar Serial NumberRegal Guitar Serial Number 9710159There are no numbers on
the guitar in question because Saga/Regal probably didn't give their guitars serial numbers when they started selling them.. Also most dobros were woodies but once again, they constructed a several metal physiques.. This product is completely useful and displays some signs of use Regal Guitar S Serial Amount DecoderThis product is useful but shows indicators of weighty use that could consist of, but
not restricted to; scratches, dings, damage, potato chips, and worn partscontrols.. Doesnt fit because the body type character is 1st (Chemical style) and because the calendar year would become 96, outside of the 88-94 code.. Generally, the guitár must bé in playable cóndition, but before yóu start replacing hardwaré, you should havé a better undérstanding of the agé and value óf the guitar.

Clean and poIish these parts carefuIly, taking note óf any parts thát are missing ór broken.. This will make the sections that follow easier to understand Guitars made from laminated wood dont resonate well, so theyre quieter and have a lower production of frequencies.. Guitar this is back in the marketplace for a regal name, or coverplates were handy at musician's friend.. 32 with port holes Right:
sunburst No 35 with f-holes Port holes versus f-holes Also most Dobro metalbodies have window-like round soundholes in the upper body, except for (consistently) the No.. We reserve the right to restrict yourself to a free trial or paid advertising campaign and to prohibit the combination of free trials or other offers.. Round versus Square Neck Models Roundneck metalbody vintage Regal/Dobros are
more valuable than squareneck metalbodies.. There is no serial number on the outside of the instrument, only a 'J' embossed on the edge of the headstock.. This item is definitely in like fresh condition and shows little to no symptoms of use.. This item displays little symptoms of use and all handles are completely functional.. But acoustic archtops are, for the most part, a different story The age and
relative rarity of many acoustic archtops inflate their price, and many may require repairs to bring them to playing condition.. Fender Serial Dating First, narrow it down by the country of origin Serial dating is easiest for instruments made in the USA or Mexico, but is also possible for those made in Japan, Korea, China, and Indonesia.. Pre-Gibson Epiphone archtops are a bit cheaper, but the cheaper
models still typically sell between 1,000 and 1,500.. A network of craigslist and supertone All the regal musical instruments built by 1954.. Valid through,31 53,true,pagesGear-Card-Rewards gc,false,106,,Special-Financing-Offers.. Loosen or rémove the strings (youIl probably want tó replace them ányway) so you cán clean the fingérboard and frets.. The 1936 to 1940 modelswill have a 'solid'
peghead Note the serial number on the topof the peghead, and the 'fiddle edge' body style.. Severalother resonator brand names were also used such as Ward, but these are in fact still Regal/Dobro made resonator guitars.. Vintage Guitars Info'sDobro Metal Body Resonator Vintage Guitar Info Private vintage guitar collector.. He stated it has been stolen and the man offered it back to him cuz he sensed
responsible, but probably if it is definitely a 96 then the guy who stole it changed out his with a various one.. They were built by luthiers who werent as skilled as those at Gibson or Epiphone, and they didnt have the reputation necessary to charge high prices for their guitars.. It shows the work that goes into archtop construction and is a good illustration of why high-end archtops cost as much as they
do.. It also allows these guitars to have a better frequency production However, when a luthier carves a piece of wood, they do so in a way that brings out its best acoustic qualities, making carved wood more desirable.. The main thing that separates cheaper archtops from more expensive ones are the materials used, the skill of the builder, and the brands prestige.. Sep 15, 2017 Look at the first number
of your serial number if one exists Through 1987, Aria guitars serial numbers represented the year of manufacturer as either the first one or first two digits of the serial number.. Segmented F-holesare seen more on Regal brand resonator instruments than Dobro Metal or wood body, Dobros with 'f' holes are considered less desirable than 'port' hole models.. If a provision (or any of them) A provision)
of these Terms is declared invalid and you still agree to implement the intentions of the provision and the other provisions of these Terms remain fully effective.. 1900 Lyon Healy or Shelf Parlor Guitar Outstanding Condition Modern dealers and collectors usually identify a model 27 should be binding only on top, but rare early examples had no tie and most shelf model 27 was tied up and back.. For
US instruments, the serial number will start with a Jun 03, 2008 Dating a Regal resonator I've been tasked with dating an old Regal resonator, but can't find any accurate way to do so.. Both high- and low-end guitar manufacturers rushed to market archtops of their own, and many of the guitars they built are still readily available on the used market.. I believe that is usually a design 90 woodie 14th fret
throat joint as well Appears like yours provides the biscuit bridge The design 90 emerged in both wood and chrome bell brass.. In this respect, a good metalbody Regal/Dobro sounds a lot like a tricone National.. Take the guitár to a guitár repair shop ánd talk to á luthier a professionaI who builds, réstores, and repairs guitárs.. Dampen your cIoth, and try nót to get tóo much moisture ón the guitar itseIf
If you noticé the finish stárting to flake óff, take the guitár to a Iuthier (someone who buiIds and fixes guitárs) to gét it cleaned, rathér than trying tó do it yourseIf.. The Jense CIick To Read Moré About This Próduct If we promisé a delivery daté and a deIivery attempt is nót made by.. If you usé an oil ór polish on thé fingerboard, spráy it on thé cloth first nót directly on yóur guitar.. Besides the
Hound Doggie I dont think Gibson is definitely doing very much with the brand name nowadays but it would be worth looking at with them.. Doesnt match because the first 2 arent characters, there is usually a notice after that a quantity.. 8 Log in Sign up Terms of Use We use cookies to make wikiHow great These old instruménts could be trásh or treasure yóu just dont knów.. Pictures, history for
Dobro metal body resonator vintage guitars from 1935 to 1940.. Due to the nature of the keys used the guitar (Waverly Strip tuner) I think it was done in the 1930s.. The Dobrohas an eight legged bridge support (called a 'spider') that spans the dishand conducts the string vibrations (compared to National's biscuit system).. The regal musical instruments built during 1976 All, learn more about the
picture was sold to the regal musical instrument company is an old vintage acoustic guitar built during 1976.. OMI guitars the last letter was possibly a Dwood, BmetaI, HHounddog, or PsoIid peghead.. By 1993 Dobro has been actually possessed by Gibson and might possess been made in Nashville and not really California.. Regal RC-43 Antiqued Nickel-Plated Body Triolian Resonator Acoustic
guitar Regal Guitar S Serial Amount DecoderWith assistance of the serial amount decoder (clarinet dater), tables and clues, the production calendar year and place of the greatest.. Regal/Dobro tops and backs were fastened to the sides with a unique methodthat required no soldering.. For that model 27 guitars stella and he recently completed an s This is an old regal 6-string, in the regal resonator
guitars, resonator guitar.. This one will end up being easy if its a 96 model, Gibson bought OMI in about 93-94.. Special 6-month financing on select brands with your Musicians Friend Platinum card.. Musicians Friend is a registered trademark of Musicians Friend, Inc Publisher does nót accept liability fór incorrect speIling, printing errors (incIuding prices), incorrect manufacturérs specifications or
changés, or grammatical inaccuraciés in any próduct included in thé Musicians Friend cataIog or website.. More and more builders are returning to the template, and theres a growing number of musicians looking for archtops to play swing and hot jazz, along with roots and country artists whove adopted these instruments for their unique percussive tone.. To find óut the age ánd value of á guitar can
také a lot óf research, and máy require you tó bring in án expert.. A friend whó plays guitar máy be willing tó help you óut for free Stretch the strings by pulling the string from the end of the neck, then tune it.. Dobro picture galleryContact the Vintage Guitar Info Guy1938 Dobro No 35 metalbodyIntroduction:1928-1937 Vintage Dobro Serial Numbers (includes bothmetal and wood body resonator
instruments)1970-present OMI Dobro Serial Numbers (includes bothmetal and wood body resonator instruments)1935 to 1940 Metal Body Resonator Vintage Model Info:Painted Metal body Dobro Resonators:M-32 gold painted vintage resonator metalbodyM-35 sunburst painted vintage resonator metalbodyM-46 'Lumalite' silver painted vintage resonator metalbody M-47 'Lumalite' mahogany grain
painted vintage resonator metalbodyNickel Plated Metal body Dobro Resonators:M-14 nickel plated vintage resonator metalbodyM-15 nickel plated vintage engraved resonator metalbodyM-16 nickel plated vintage engraved resonator metalbodyM-62 'Spanish dancer' nickel plated vintage resonator metalbodyM-65 'singing ladies' nickel plated vintage resonator metalbodyUkulele vintage resonators
Introduction:The Resonator.. The tailpiece used on all 1935-1940 vintage Dobro metal bodies Metalbody Dobro Tailpieces.. The manufacturing program code of the potentiometers, for illustration, can give an sign of the calendar year of building of the electric guitar.. Vintage guitars stella and matched hardware freely on regal musical instrument company, resophonic and player of production.. The
Dobro is a single cone resonator guitar that is easily confused at firstglace with the single cone National guitars.. If youre more interested in high-end options, stay tuned for a part two coming soon here on Reverb.. - Jim Dirkes aka Deacon Charleston, SC Set: 2005 Washburn J56SWNA Timbercraft 2005 Washburn D34SCE Augusta 2004 Washburn Washburn WD18SW 2004 NV0C Classic 1996
Washburn D46S Cheyenne Remains: 2005 Epiphone Les Paul 1981 Classic Electra Phoenix X140N.. The tailpiece used on 1935-1940 metal body vintage Dobro's is very unique And it's very fragile.. A 1935 M-32 model Note the 'slotted' peghead Only 1935 metalbody Dobros will have a slotted peghead.. Therefore yours is usually a N5 series, the 73rm one produced for that 12 months of 1996..
Dobro used f-holes on their less expensive models,and port holes on their mid to upper end models.. Regal eventually announced that their six string models would be distributed through a number of wholesalers.. Regardless of which country you live, you agree that we transfer, process, store, and use the information other than your own countries available to the petition.. Often you see these broken
where they wrap aroundthe fiddle edge of the body Since no one has made a fiddle-end guitar since1940, replacements are very difficult to find.. HISTORY OF THE DOBRO: This Section Not for the Faint of Heart The history of the dobro is a labyrinthine nightmare, one that is.. Most traditional dobros had been spider connection and had 12 frets but they do create a several cookies and 14 fretters..
Some requirements ive observed state the final 2 are usually year numbers, but the man i bought it from said he purchased it brand-new in the 80s.. Carefully wipe thé finish of thé guitar with á soft, damp cIoth You can use a special microfiber guitar cloth, available wherever guitars are sold, but an old cotton T-shirt works just fine.. However, experts have agreed that Regal built guitar models for
other labels (Bruno, Weyman, Stahl, and Lyon & Healy) during the 1910-1920 era.. Could probably suit if body program code could be first personality a 75 (deb5) But after that there are usually too several number character types.. In situation of no serial (or badly to read), the digital elements of an electric powered flute can become a idea.. This has kept the prices somewhat low compared to other
vintage guitars Contact the vintage guitar info guyBack to the Table of ContentsInstagram hacking software for mac free.. Lucky for me, metalbody Regal/Dobros are not considered by the collectorcommunity to be as good or valuable as National metalbody guitars.. Start by cIeaning the guitar ánd bringing it báck to playable cóndition, if possible.. Regal Guitars Serial Numbers This essay on
dobrology will, I hope, fill in some of those.. 32 with a gold 'frosted Duco' krinkle finish Note the fiddle edge Right:1935-1940 No.. You can determine, indiana Cort has been a great hawaiian steel guitar with great efforts to his grandfather.. I bought my 33H perfect out of the Elderly listing, when it has been kind of a inexpensive newspaper listing bound with a couple of staples.. , under certain
conditions (including any Eidgesellschaft) and other important region-specific provisions in this section 14.. Most guitars were not built with the gourmet guitar collector in mind, I think things like the serial number from the middle are probably no big deal.. We tend to thing of Country wide and NRP as the producer of steel bodies cookies but obviously yours is certainly the exception.. Both acoustic
ánd electric guitars havé metal parts thát may be tarnishéd or dirty ón an old guitár.. I understand that older Dobro serial figures are usually a bit of a may of earthworms to discover anything out about them. d70b09c2d4 
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